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Abstract

The Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) technique works by recording, at different

instances in time, positions of small tracers particles following a flow and illuminated by a

sheet, or pseudo sheet, of light. It aims to recognize each particle trajectory, constituted of

n different spots and determine thus each particle velocity vector. In this paper, we devise

a new method, taking into account a global consistency of the trajectories to be extracted.

in !«Tins of visual perception and physical properties. It is based on a graph-theoretic

formulation of the particle tracking problem and the use of an original neural

network, called pulsed neural network.

In a first stage, the algorithm starts with a classical point detection process, [t in-

volves the recognition of each recorded spot, by applying image processing techniques:

-ieamentation. region labelling and centroïd location. In a second stage, a set of .V po-

tential trajectories is extracted. These trajectories satisfy some local constraints on the

experimental acquisition process and on a prioriinformation about the analysed flow field.

Obviously, the local constraints can lead to infer some erroneous trajectories. The fol

!owing stages of the algorithm label each trajectory as "valid" or "erroneous"", by using a

nlobai analysis of the set of potential trajectories. The global analysis induces some other
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» <-onsir.iiiit-.. Somo arc strict and represwit the compatibility c,} between the potential tra-

jectories ; and j {'.(/. two neighbouring trajectories i and j having opposite sense are

considered as incompatible, i.e. ctJ = O: otherwise ctJ = I). Other ones (qt]) are smoothed

and encode a consistency or quality measure between neighbouring potential trajectories

{e.g. the consistency coefficient qtJ can be the higher as the orientation difference between

the vectors representing trajectories i and j is high). Erroneous trajectories are trajecto-

ries which have a low consistency with their neighbourhood or which do not satisfy the

compatibility constraints. Thus the problem can be expressed as finding a subset of the A'

potential trajectories maximizing a global consistency function while satisfying all strict

constraints. Let p = (/>,-,..., p.v)r be a vector, in which p, = 1 if the trajectory i is labelled

as "valid", or p, = O if it is labelled as "erroneous". From a mathematical point of view.

the problem is expressed as a global optimization problem:

finding p maximizing E{p) = EiIi E*=i Qi]-Pi-P3

... t . . . f V* K € { 0 , 1 }
while satisfying <

( Vi, j Pi=Pj = I=* a} = 1

VVe have devised an original neural network in order to solve this global constraints sat-

isfaction problem. No learning is needed: connections between neurons are analytically

derived from the set of potential trajectories. Our artificial neural network is composed

of recursive neurons, which are auto-connected and fully inter-connected with symmetric-

weights. A neuron is attributed to each potential trajectory; its output is pi and its input

is U1. The evolution equation u;(t) = Uj(t - 1) + Au1(O
 a nd the input/output function

Pi = /(">) are defined so that to maximize the consistency fuction E{p). while satisfy-

»*• ing the strict constraints, i.e. finding an independent set of the incompatibility graph

C = f^i;)(i;)e<i v>2- The dynamic system evolution devised for this problem consists in

, updating neurons whose output is equal to 0. Moreover, we impose that, if an inactivated

neuron i is updated to pi = 1. then all the activated neurons j incompatible with it (

\ ctJ = 1 and pj = 1 ) will be disactivated. An inactivated neuron will be activated if

'•I its state shift increases the consistency function. Since, at the same time, all activated



iuMiroiis inronipatible with the updated» neuron arc shifted to 0. tin: strict constraints are

imperatively auanuiteeti. The originality of our network is the use of a pulsation term,

used in order to improve the solution quality. This term disactives neurons, which present

a low consistency. In the paper, we demonstrate that, between two pulsation phases, the

network converges toward a solution satisfying the strict constraints. The neural approach

presented has several advantages:

• the coefficients used in order to weight the different terms in the evolution equation

are not empirically fixed. They do not need to be shrewdly adjusted. Thus, our

neural network has a completely black-box behaviour from a user point of view.

• When the network has converged, the solution found is guaranteed to be a feasible

solution satisfying all constraints.

• The network proposes regularly a feasible solution. It is possible to impose a limit

to the computational time.

• The number of iterations necessary to converge is much smaller than most of other

methods.

Ihe paper describes the different stages of the processing1. The algorithm performances

are fully quantified usine simulated data, benchmark simulations from TRIO Finite Volume

data and real data.

The main advantages of our algorithm are:

• its rapidity: it can calculate over 50 vectors per second on a standard SUN SPARC 10

workstation (27 Mflops. 130 Mips). Thus, a 1500*900 pixels image can be processed

in less than one minute.

• its performances in terms of number of erroneous trajectories and reliability, as func-

tions of seeding concentration, particle size, out-of-plane motion or velocity gradient.

• its capacity of hardware implementation.

1 We join to this abstract a synoptic diagram of the algorithm and some results examples.
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F i g u r e 1 : Flowchart of t.fi<? algorithm.
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Figure 2 : A P IV iiuaao showing ilow motion.

I he experimentation was carried in a wave tank2. A uniform intensity incoherent white

light source was used. A mechanical chopper was used to pulse the continuous light to

obtain stroboscopic illumination: thus a trajectory is composed of three consecutive and

aligned spots. The image is composed of 1500*900 pixels. 5980 spots have been extracted.

'-'IV authors are thankful to Mr. G. Cognet. Mr. Y. Dolias and Mrs F. Surle (CEA/DRN) for

TiliçhtfuII discussions and for providing benchmark simulations data and experimental data used in this

work.



Figure 3 : Sot of potential trajectories generated.
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1149 potential trajectories have been extracted from the original image, thanks to a priori

knowledge on the acquisition process and the flow field studied.
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Figure 4 : Instantaneous particle velocity vectors.
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The neural network has selected a subset of 623 trajectories, representing the instantaneous

particle velocity vectors among the image.


